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MOL published its updated Investor Presentation and its Exploration and Development Update 
for 2011 
 
MOL Hungarian Oil and Gas Plc. hereby informs capital market participants that today it published its 
updated Investor Presentation, which is available on MOL website www.mol.hu/en.  
 
The global economy went through a transition period in recent years and signs of the recovery were 
already visible in 2010. MOL continuously adjusts its operation to the external environment and became 
more international, more efficient and more upstream driven in the recent years.  
 
In 2010 approximately half of the Group EBITDA was generated outside Hungary as share of 
international operation increased further considerably and we expect this tendency to continue in the 
coming years. The Upstream division’s contribution to the Group EBITDA has grown significantly in the 
last years, achieving almost two-third in 2010 and became a strong growth pillar for the Group. 
Downstream integration continued in order to reinforce our regional stronghold position. 
 
MOL not just remained committed to keep its financial stability but continue the key development 
projects, hereby established an outstanding position for the upturn period in each business division. We 
aim to exploit the significant organic growth potential of our integrated portfolio by operating the existing 
asset base on maximum efficiency.  
 
In the 2011-2013 period MOL aims to finance its targeted USD 5.5 bn total CAPEX spending fully from 
the operating cash flow, focusing on high return projects at the two key business divisions, upstream 
and downstream. On the other hand MOL continuously monitors the macro environment and is ready to 
commence further growth projects depending on its cash flow generation. 
 
MOL published on its website (www.mol.hu/en) an overview of its exploration and production portfolio 
including, the key achievements of 2010 and an update on main ongoing projects of the company. MOL 
Group’s upstream portfolio is a solid basis for further growth with sizeable production in 7 countries, and 
further exploration potential in 12 countries.  
In 2010 MOL made significant steps towards an optimized, efficiently operated upstream portfolio. Key 
projects turned from field development to production phase increasing our daily production to 144 
thboepd and creating the basis of medium term sustainability. MOL Group’s total approved 2P reserves 
estimations according to SPE guidelines were 619 MMboe as of 31, December 2010, while the current 
best estimates of the recoverable resource potential is 1650 MMboe.  
Remarkable exploration successes were achieved in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and Pakistan in last 
year. These successes coupled with increasing exploration activity in the future should support our long 
term growth. MOL is committed to maintain reserve base and production level at elevated levels. 
 
Regarding the downstream business MOL Group’s main goal is to reinforce its regional stronghold 
position by focusing on market driven developments and efficiency improvement thus exploiting the 
gradually improving environment. The Group is focusing on exploiting further synergies through the 
whole value chain, elevate Rijeka refinery to similar levels represented by our key refinery assets and 
increase the overall efficiency of Downstream portfolio.  
 
 
For further information, please contact: 
 
Investor Relations + 36 1 464 1395 
Facsimile: + 36 1 464 1335 
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